WORKSHOP ON:
When the Exception becomes the rule: European Union Societies on the move

Coordinators: Wanda Capeller (Sciences Po Toulouse)
Maria João Guia (University of Coimbra Institute for Legal Research (UCILeR))
António Casimiro Ferreira (University of Coimbra Centre for Social Studies)
Valsamis Mitsilegas (Queen Mary London)

4 – 5 May 2017

Programme
Meeting room: Karl Renner & Achille Loria

Wednesday 3rd May 2017
21h00 Welcome reception – Residencia Antia

Thursday 4th May 2017
8h30 – 9h00 Registration at the IISL office
9h00 – 9h15 Welcome and Introduction to the workshop
Cristina Ruiz – A note on publication
9h15 – 10h00 Opening session – The State of Exception
Wanda Cappeller
Valsamis Mitsilegas
Maria João Guia

10h15 – 12h00 Exception in Law – the rule of law in daily life of citizens
• Elspeth Guild – “Free circulation and the rights of citizens of the European Union”
• Didier Bigo – “The French case: the ‘constitutionalisation’ of the emergency state”
• May-Len Skilbrei – “Migration as Exception: an analysis of contemporary European debates over migration”
• Patricia Faraldo Cabana – “Regulatory fines as an instrument of bureaucratic repression”

13h00 Lunch

14h45 – 16h15 Exception in Law – the rule of law in the daily life of citizens II
• Wanda Capeller – “Low Intensity Democracies facing the Logic of Totalitarian Political Power”
• Yves Cartuyvels - “Human Rights and Penal Law in the Age of Exception: an inversion of paradigm?”
• Valsamis Mitsilegas – “The European Union and Preventive Justice: the Case of Counter-terrorism”
• Pedro Caeiro – “The new terrorist offences and the banality of exception: punishing ‘bad intent’”
Thursday 4th May 2017 (continuation)

16h30 – 18h00   The French-Spanish border case: the “constitutionalisation” of the emergency state
• Iker Barbero González – “Permanent internal borders: A case study of detention in the French-Spanish border”
• José Angel Brandariz García – “The colours of exception: Racialization processes and (post)colonial influences in bordered penalty”
• María Contreras Román – “Responses to irregular immigrants’ delinquency. When immigration policy replaces criminal policy”

Friday 5th May 2017

9h15 – 11h00   A New Geography on Immigration and Exception in the EU
• Maria João Guia – “The space of exception in the European immigration ‘Law in books’ and ‘Law in action’: 7 signs in the criminalisation of the immigration”
• Nicolay B. Johansen – “Why are control policies kept in the dark?”
• Izabella Majcher - Trends in Immigration Detention in the European Union”

11h15 – 13h00   Managing restrictions and exception in the European Union and wideworld
• Neža Kogovšek Šalamon – “Beyond the rule of law: State of exception as the new normal in Southeastern Europe’s migration management approaches”
• Ignacio Mendiola – “The cynegetic power and the production of exceptionality”
• Marija Pavicevic – “Securitisation and politicisation of EU external borders and its effects on fundamental rights of asylum seekers and migrants in Western Balkans- Consequences of closed borders”
• Renata Almeida da Costa and Valquiria Wendt – “Gaps(s) in Filling: the power of the rainbow in the events of gay protest

13h00   Lunch

14h45 – 16h15   Exception and then emergence of new paradygms in the management of citizens
• Patrícia Branco – “Courthouses and Courthouse Architecture in the State of Exception: Judicial Geographies and Neoliberal Policies in the Administration of Justice”
• Karl and Elfie Brunnbauer – “European Neighbourhood Watch Association!”

16h30   Closing session
Wanda Capeller
Valsamis Mitsilegas
Maria João Guia